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HYBRID COMPACT-WENO FINITE DIFFERENCE SCHEME WITH
RADIAL BASIS FUNCTION BASED SHOCK DETECTION METHOD

FOR HYPERBOLIC CONSERVATION LAWS∗

B. S. WANG† , W. S. DON‡ , Z. GAO† , Y. H. WANG§ , AND X. WEN§

Abstract. A hybrid scheme, based on the high order nonlinear characteristicwise weighted
essentially nonoscillatory (WENO) conservative finite difference scheme and the spectral-like linear
compact finite difference scheme, has been developed for capturing shocks and strong gradients
accurately and resolving fine scale structures efficiently for hyperbolic conservation laws. The key
issue in any hybrid scheme is the design of an accurate, robust, and efficient high order shock detection
algorithm which is capable of determining the smoothness of the solution at any given grid point and
time. An improved iterative adaptive multiquadric radial basis function (IAMQ-RBF-Fast) method
[W. S. Don, B. S. Wang, and Z. Gao, J. Sci. Comput , 75 (2018), pp. 1016–1039], which employed
the O(N2) recursive Levinson–Durbin method and the Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury method for
solving the perturbed Toeplitz matrix system, has been successfully developed as an efficient and
accurate edge detector of the piecewise smooth functions. In this study, the method, together with
Tukey’s boxplot method and the domain segmentation technique, is extended to serve as a novel
shock detection algorithm for solving the Euler equations. The applicability and performance of
the RBF edge detection method as the shock detector in the hybrid scheme in terms of accuracy,
robustness, efficiency, resolution, and other implementation issues are given. Several one- and two-
dimensional benchmark problems in shocked flow demonstrate that the proposed hybrid scheme can
reach a speedup of the CPU times by a factor up to 2–3 compared with the pure fifth order WENO-Z
scheme.
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1. Introduction. The characteristicwise weighted essentially nonoscillatory
(WENO) conservative finite difference scheme on a uniformly spaced grid, as a class of
high order/resolution nonlinear scheme for solutions of hyperbolic conservation laws
in a Cartesian domain, namely, in the form of

∂Q

∂t
+ F(Q)x + G(Q)y = 0, x, y ∈ Ω,(1)

in the presence of shocks and small scale structures, was initially developed by [18]
(for details and history of the WENO scheme, see [2, 4, 26] and references therein).
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However, the WENO scheme is fairly complex to implement, computationally expen-
sive, and too dissipative for certain classes of problems. A natural way to alleviate
some of these difficulties is to construct a hybrid scheme conjugating a nonlinear
WENO scheme in the nonsmooth stencils with a linear method in the smooth stencils
[6, 11, 24, 25, 37]. The key issue in any hybrid scheme is the design of an accurate,
robust, and efficient high order shock detection method that is capable of determining
the smoothness of the solution at any given grid point and at any given time. There-
fore, many shock detection methods have been developed, such as the low order shock
detection methods, the total variation bounded algorithm [5], the KXRCF [22], the
local monotone polynomial edge detection [13], and the high order polynomial based
multiresolution (MR) analysis [6, 7, 11, 14], trigonometric based conjugate Fourier
analysis [8], and the radial basis function based edge detection algorithm [9, 19, 20],
which is the subject of this research.

Radial basis function (RBF) methods have been widely used in various impor-
tant application areas, such as machine learning and neural networks [34], image
processing, edge detection and piecewise smooth function reconstruction [19, 20], and
numerical approximations of partial differential equations (PDEs) [1, 3, 21]. A fast
rate of convergence can be obtained in the RBF approximation if the given function is
sufficiently smooth [35]. Otherwise, its rate of convergence deteriorates rapidly unless
the centers or the shape parameters of the RBF are adapted accordingly. This prop-
erty allows a sharper and more robust capturing of high gradients and jumps than
other polynomial based shock detection methods.

In [19, 20], an iterative adaptive multiquadric RBF (IAMQ-RBF) method has
been developed for the one- and two-dimensional edge detection of a piecewise an-
alytical function, which performs very well in detecting multiple local jump discon-
tinuities on uniformly spaced centers. However, this results in an intensive CPU
consuming computation of solving a perturbed Toeplitz matrix system at each itera-
tion, which is particularly inefficient for a large number of uniformly spaced centers.
Therefore, we have proposed a fast direct solver, the IAMQ-RBF-Fast method [9],
that solves the perturbed Toeplitz matrix system by first decomposing the system via
the Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury method and then solves the resulting two Toeplitz
matrix systems via the O(N2) recursive Levinson–Durbin algorithm which utilizes
the Yule–Walker algorithm [15], where N is the number of centers. However, it is
still too expensive to be used as a shock detector in the hybrid scheme for solving the
hyperbolic conservation laws [9].

The main contribution of this study is to (a) investigate the applicability of the
RBF approximation as the shock detector in the framework of the high order hybrid
Compact-WENO finite difference scheme for solving hyperbolic PDEs and (b) discuss
its accuracy, robustness, efficiency, and other implementation issues in detail.

However, developing an efficient RBF shock detection method is not a trivial
task, especially for high order methods. One key difficulty encountered in the RBF
approximation is that the Toeplitz matrix is ill-conditioned for a large number of grid
pointsN and computing its inverse takes up much CPU time. To mitigate these issues,
the domain decomposition technique [36] is employed to uniformly subdivide the whole
computational domain into NS subdomains containing Nk elements each, and then
the RBF approximation is used in each subdomain. The subdomain partition reduces
the ill-conditioning while increasing the overall computational efficiency by solving a
much smaller Toeplitz matrix system. The dominant and large RBF approximation
error at the subdomain boundaries can be mitigated by three points overlapping with
its neighboring subdomains.
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Another important complication in developing an efficient RBF shock detection
method comes from the fact that the most time consuming part in the IAMQ-RBF-
Fast method [9] is solving the O(N2) Toeplitz matrix system at each iterative step.
To further increase the efficiency of the RBF based shock detection algorithm, as an
alternative to the iterative process of IAMQ-RBF-Fast algorithm, it is sufficient to
perform the iteration once (twice if necessary) and then employ the outliers detection
algorithm [12, 31] to accurately identify the locations of shocks and high gradients.
Several classical one- and two-dimensional benchmark problems of shocked flows ver-
ify the performance (in terms of accuracy, resolution, robustness, and efficiency) of the
hybrid Compact-WENO scheme with the RBF shock-detection method when com-
pared with the pure WENO-Z scheme and the hybrid scheme with the MR analysis
based shock detection method.

In order to show concretely how the RBF shock detection method performs partic-
ularly for the hybrid Compact-WENO finite difference scheme, this paper is organized
as follows. We begin in section 2 with a brief introduction to the algorithm of hybrid
scheme and continue in section 3 with the multiquadric RBF approximation and the
IAMQ-RBF-Fast method. In section 4, the improved outliers detection algorithm
with Tukey’s boxplot method is briefly reviewed. The RBF shock detection method
for the hybrid scheme is described in section 5. In section 6, several classical one-
and two-dimensional shocked problems are simulated and their results are discussed.
Concluding remarks are given in section 7.

2. The hybrid Compact-WENO finite difference scheme. In this section,
we outline the temporal-spatial adaptive algorithm of the high order hybrid Compact-
WENO finite difference scheme that is used for solving the Euler equations [8]. The
implementation of the numerical schemes (the sixth order central compact finite differ-
ence scheme, the fifth order (2r− 1 = 5) characteristicwise WENO-Z finite difference
scheme with the global1 Lax–Fredrichs flux splitting via the Roe averaged eigensys-
tem, the sixth order finite difference filtering, and the third order Runge–Kutta TVD
scheme) used in this study is well described in great detail in [8] and will be omit-
ted in this paper. Other temporal-spatial adaptive hybrid algorithms using different
shock-detection algorithms/trouble cell indicators, for example, [6, 11], can also be
used.

The hybrid algorithm consists of four main steps that (a) at the beginning of
the Runge–Kutta time step, determine the smoothness of solution at a given grid
point by a shock detection algorithm, (b) markup the nonsmooth grid points with
a flag, (c) set up a buffer zone (see Remark 1) around the nonsmooth grid point,
(d) determine the derivative of the flux with the WENO scheme at the nonsmooth
stencils and with the central compact scheme otherwise, and (e) at the end of the
Runge–Kutta time step, stabilize the solution by a finite difference filtering [29] in
the smooth stencils if needed. The last step can be skipped if the dissipative upwind
compact finite difference scheme [24] is used in lieu of the nondissipative central one.

Remark 1. If a grid point xi is flagged as a nonsmooth stencil, then its neighbor-
ing grid points Bi = {xi−m, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xi+m} will also be designated as the
nonsmooth stencils. (Typically, m = r = 3.) The extra (2m) grid points at the end
of the nonsmooth stencils are the buffer zone.

1The maximum is taken over all the absolute value of the eigenvalues of the system and over the
local WENO nonsmooth region ΩWENO to which the grid point belongs, instead of over the whole
global physical domain Ω.
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Remark 2. Before creating a buffer zone, if a smooth stencil sandwiched between
two nonsmooth stencils has less than (2m+r) grid points, the smooth stencil is merged
together with its two neighboring nonsmooth stencils to form a single contiguous
nonsmooth stencil. The reasons are (a) a (2m)th order compact scheme would need
at least (2m− 1) grid points to obtain its optimal order, and (b), simultaneously, this
extra step reduces the fragmentation of the WENO nonsmooth regions, which in turn
reduces the cache miss and improves the vectorization of the compiled program, thus
increasing the overall efficiency of the hybrid scheme. This is where this version of
hybrid scheme departs from our previous version [8].

3. Multiquadric RBF. For clarity, we will briefly give the definition of the
multiquadric RBF (MQ-RBF) interpolation, its derivative, and edge set [9, 19] on a
set of centers X = {xi | xi ∈ Ω, i = 1, . . . , N}. The MQ-RBF interpolation g(x) of a
real-valued function f(x) can be written as the linear combination of MQ-RBFs,

g(x) =

N∑
i=1

λiφi(x),(2)

where λi are the RBF coefficients and φi(x) is a MQ-RBF at the center xi, defined by

φi(x) =
√

(x− xi)2 + ε2i , xi ∈ X, x ∈ Ω, i = 1, . . . , N,

where the shape parameter εi is taken to be a nonnegative real number in this study
(in fact, εi can be a complex value). The derivative g′(x) is given by

g′(x) =

N∑
i=1

λi
x− xi
φi(x)

.(3)

By defining the interpolation matrix M and differentiation matrix D,

Mij =
√

(xi − xj)2 + ε2j , Dij =

{
(xi − xj)/Mij if εj 6= 0,
0 if εj = 0, i = j,

the RBF coefficient vector ~λ = (λ1, . . . , λN )T and the derivative vector ~g′ = (g′(x1),
. . . , g′(xN ))T can be obtained, respectively, by

~λ = M−1 ~f, ~g′ = D~λ.(4)

We remark that the function f(x) is first rewritten as f(x) = f̂(x) + mean(f(x))

before the function f̂(x) and its derivative, which is equal to f ′(x), are approximated
by the RBF.

We will now give the two definitions of the edge set [9, 19].

Definition 3. The edge set SRBF , containing all the centers which are identified
as edges and sharp gradients, is defined as

SRBF =

{
xi

∣∣∣∣ di =
Ci

max{Ci}
≥ η, Ci = |λig′i| , g′i 6= 0, xi ∈ X, i = 1, . . . , N

}
,(5)

where η ∈ (0, 1) is the given tolerance parameter. (A typical robust η = 0.5 is recom-
mended in [19].)
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Definition 4. The edge set SRT , containing all the centers which are identified
as edges and sharp gradients, is defined as

SRT = {xi | di = |g′i|2 ≥ ζ, xi ∈ X, i = 1, . . . , N},(6)

where ζ > 0 is the given tolerance parameter.

In the definitions above, di are referred as the RBF scales. Note that the RBF
scales di are large at a discontinuous grid point and small at a smooth grid point.
However, the performance in detecting discontinuities and sharp gradients by the RBF
is sensitive to the choice of η and ζ, which is usually a problem dependent parameter.

Definition 5. For simplicity, the flagged set Flag of any edge set S, which im-
plies the locations of the edges, can be defined as

Flagi =

{
1, xi ∈ S (nonsmooth stencil),
0, xi /∈ S (smooth stencil).

(7)

3.1. Fast iterative adaptive MQ-RBF method. As described in [9], the
shape parameter εi plays a critical role in the development of the shock detection
algorithm when its value is changed adaptively according to the local smoothness of
the function. In order to detect all the possible edges of a piecewise smooth function,
the iterative adaptive MQ-RBF (IAMQ-RBF) method first uses a constant shape
parameter (εi = ε) and defines the edge set SRBF , then iteratively and adaptively
sets εi = 0 for those xi ∈ SRBF in the subsequent iterations so that the corresponding
RBF coefficient λi becomes relatively small, then forms a new edge set and detects the
rest of edges until the residual ||~λk+1 −~λk||2 ≤ 10−8, where ~λk is the RBF coefficient
vector at the k iterative step. The iterative adaptive process is listed in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. IAMQ-RBF edge detection method.

Given a constant shape parameter, i.e., εi = ε = 0.1
Generate the edge set S by equation (5)
Set adaptively εi = 0 for those xi ∈ S
Stop when the residual ||~λk+1 − ~λk||2 ≤ 10−8

As an example, Figure 1 shows the results of the edge detection of the jump
function

f(x) =


2, −1.0 ≤ x ≤ −0.5,
1, −0.5 < x ≤ 0.3,
4, 0.3 < x ≤ 0.5,
−2, 0.5 < x ≤ 1.0,

(8)

where the uniform grid size is taken as ∆x = 0.04. The three jumps at x =
0.5, 0.3,−0.5 are identified accurately by the IAMQ-RBF method in the first three
iterations, respectively.

In an iteration step k > 1 of the IAMQ-RBF method with M0 = M, a new
matrix Mk is obtained by updating some shape parameter εi, say, εNj

= 0, and
Mk is no longer a symmetric Toeplitz matrix but a perturbed Toeplitz (Toeplitz-ε)
matrix. Hence, the fast direct solver based on the O(N2) Levinson–Durbin algorithm
[9] cannot be applied directly. For example, M1 is no longer a symmetric Toeplitz
matrix but a Toeplitz-ε matrix,

M1 = T + E,(9)
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Fig. 1. The edges of the piecewise linear function detected by the IAMQ-RBF method at the
first three iterations.

where

T =


r0 r1 . . . rN−1

r1 r0
. . .

...
...

. . .
. . . r1

rN−1 . . . r1 r0

 , E =


0 . . . 0 s1,Nj

0 . . . 0
0 . . . 0 s2,Nj

0 . . . 0
...

...
...

...
...

0 . . . 0 sN,Nj
0 . . . 0

 ,(10)

where ri =
√

(i∆x)2 + ε2 and sij = |xi − xj | −Tij .
At each iteration step of the IAMQ-RBF method, one must find the solution ~x

of a Toeplitz-ε matrix system with a fixed right-hand side ~b, in the form of

(T + E)~x = ~b,(11)

where T ∈ RN×N is the Toeplitz matrix and E ∈ RN×N is a zero matrix except for
its columns N1, N2, . . . , Nm and m� N . The solution ~x can be simply solved by the
O(N3) Gaussian elimination method. However, it will be computationally expensive
if N is large. Hence, a fast O(N2) direct solver should be sought after, as follows.

It turns out that the matrix E can be expressed as

E = GPT ,(12)

where G ∈ RN×m consists of the nonzero columns of E, and P = (~eN1 , . . . , ~eNm) ∈
RN×m is a permutation matrix with the jth unit column vector ~ej ∈ RN×1. Using
the well-known Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury formula, one only needs to solve two
(N×N) Toeplitz matrix systems for U and ~v of different right-hand sides and a small
(m×m) linear system for ~w,

TU = G, T~v = ~b, B~w = PT~v,(13)

where B = Im + PTU ∈ Rm×m with the identity matrix Im ∈ Rm×m, to obtain the
solution of (11) as

~x = ~v −U~w.(14)

We would like to remark that, in each iteration, (a) the O(m3) Gaussian elimination
method is used for solving the small linear system (13) since m is typically a small
number, and (b) the particular solution ~v can be first computed once and stored
for a later use to save additional computational cost since the Toeplitz matrix T
and ~b in (13) remain unchanged. Hence, T−1 can be effectively computed by the
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O(N2) recursive Levinson–Durbin algorithm [27]. The detailed implementation and
its performance in detecting edges of a piecewise smooth function, for example, a
two-dimensional Shepp–Logan phantom image, can be found in [9]. Again, we refer
to the IAMQ-RBF method with the O(N2) fast direct solver as the IAMQ-RBF-Fast
method.

It is well known that the interpolation matrix M is an ill-conditioned matrix
for large N . There are two remedies for mitigating the exponential growth of the
condition number κ(M) with large N . One approach is rescaling the domain interval
[20]. Another approach is the domain decomposition technique [36] in which the whole
domain Ω, discretized with N uniformly spaced grid points, is uniformly divided
into NS subdomains Ωk, k = 1, . . . , NS , each containing Nk elements, and then the
RBF approximation is used in Ωk. Furthermore, three overlapping points between
two subdomains are also used to reduce the L∞ errors around the interfaces. By
considering the balance between accuracy and CPU time, we choose Nk = 100 in this
work.

With additional improvement and modification as discussed below, the RBF edge
detection method has an excellent potential to be a sharp and accurate tool for iden-
tifying sharp gradients and shocks in a hybrid scheme.

4. The outliers detection algorithm with Tukey’s boxplot method. The
user tunable parameter ζ in Definition 4 plays an important role in the performance of
the RBF shock detection method. Clearly, ζ should be a problem dependent parame-
ter, and its optimal choice requires some subjective tuning. In statistics, the outliers
are those data that fall far away from the median of the data set. We hypothesize that
discontinuities or shocks are singular and rare energetic finite events in the solution
of hyperbolic conservation laws and behave as the outliers. In this case, the outliers
detection algorithm [10, 16, 28, 30] with Tukey’s boxplot method in data analysis can
be employed here to increase the robustness of the shock detection method.

Boxplot is a method for graphically depicting groups of numerical data in the
form of a box: the bottom and top of the box are always the first and third quartiles,
and the band inside the box is always the second quartile (the median). Readers
are referred to [32] for more details. Here, we briefly review an improved outliers
detection algorithm based on Tukey’s boxplot method (see [12, 31] for the detailed
descriptions).

• Given a data set d = (d0, d1, . . . , dN), it is first sorted in an ascending order
to form a new data set ds = (ds0, d

s
1, . . . , d

s
N), where ds0 ≤ ds1 ≤ · · · ≤ dsN . The

first quartileQ1 is defined asQ1 = (1−g)dsj−1+gdsj , with g = j−b(N+4)/2c/2
and g = 0 or g = 1/2, which is the middle between the smallest value and the
median of the data set ds. The third quartile Q3 is defined correspondingly
as the middle between the largest value and the median of the data set ds.
To identify the potential outlier(s) in the data set ds, one defines the boxplot
domain Ωf = [F1, F3] with the fences F1 = min{−Qmean, Q1 − 3∆Q} and

F3 = max{Qmean, Q3+3∆Q} with Qmean = (
∑N

i=0 |di|)/(N+1) and ∆Q =
Q3 −Q1[28].

• Then, any data dsk that lies outside Ωf (dsk /∈ Ωf ) is considered to be an
outlier, and we set the flag at its corresponding grid point Flagi(k) = 1,
where i(k) is the grid index corresponding to the original data set d before
sorting. Otherwise, we set Flagi(k) = 0.

The outliers detection algorithm can be applied to the RBF scales d = |~g′|2 as
described in section 3 without the need of specifying the user tolerance ζ. Due to
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the large number of grid points used in resolving fine scale structures in a typical
numerical solution of a hyperbolic PDE, it is recommended that the each subdomain
Ωk be segmented into NSk

subsegments each with m RBF scales before applying the
outliers detection algorithm, where to be statistically meaningful [12, 31], m should
be in the order of 10 ∼ 20. In this paper, we use m = 20.

5. RBF shock detection method. By putting all the pieces together, we
present the RBF shock detection method.

Algorithm (RBF shock detection method)
1. Divide the computational domain uniformly into NS subdomains {Ωk}NS

k=1

and corresponding overlapping subdomains {Ω∗k}
NS

k=1.
If, for example, a subdomain is Ωk = [xi−Nk

, . . . , xi], then the correspond-
ing overlapping subdomain is Ω∗k = [xi−Nk−n, . . . , xi−Nk

, . . . , xi, . . . , xi+n],
which is used to reduce the approximation error at the interface between the
subdomains. (In this study, n = 3.)

2. Compute the derivative ~g′ of the solution (typically, density ρ) by RBF in
Ω∗k, k = 1, . . . , NS .

3. Compute d = |~g′|2.
4. Segment and detect the nonsmooth stencils at each subdomain Ω∗k by the

outliers detection algorithm with the mean Qmean being the global mean of
d of the whole physical domain.

Remark 6.
1. To improve the efficiency of the hybrid scheme, for a given function f(x)

satisfying the condition max
x∈Ω∗

k

f(x)− min
x∈Ω∗

k

f(x) < 10−10 in the subdomain Ω∗k,

we assume f(x) to be a constant and the corresponding subdomain Ω∗k to be
a smooth stencil directly.

2. In this study, the parameters ε = 0.1, Nk = 100 are used unless stated other-
wise. Note that the shape parameter ε in the RBF shock detection method
with the domain decomposition technique cannot be arbitrarily large and
should be less than the size of any subdomain Ωk, that is, ε ≤ min{ε, CNk∆x}
where the constant C ≤ 1. Here we use C = 1. The optimal choice of the
shape parameter will be studied in future work.

3. The variable WENO Flag is the time history of the flagged set Flag. In
section 6, it is used to show clearly the locations of shocks at each time
integration step.

In this work, we shall refer to the hybrid Compact-WENO finite difference scheme
using the IAMQ-RBF-Fast method without both domain decomposition and outliers
detection algorithm as the Hybrid-RBF scheme, with the outliers detection algorithm
but without domain decomposition (that is, setting NS = 1 and Ω = Ω∗ in step 1) as
Hybrid-RT, and with both the domain decomposition and outliers detection algorithm
as the Hybrid-RTS scheme. In our previous works [6, 7, 11, 12, 24, 37], the MR
analysis performed well in quantifying the smoothness of a solution computed by the
linear scheme and the nonlinear WENO scheme with a uniformly spaced mesh (the
Hybrid-MR scheme) and is employed here to provide a context (reference/benchmark)
of the performance and behaviors of the Hybrid scheme with RBF shock detection
method. We refer to the Hybrid-MR, Hybrid-RBF, Hybrid-RT, and Hybrid-RTS
schemes collectively as the Hybrid scheme. For clarity, we summarize the Hybrid
schemes and their configurations in Table I.
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Table I
Four hybrid schemes and their configurations. The symbol

√
denotes the techniques employed

in the corresponding hybrid scheme.

Hybrid- Hybrid- Hybrid- Hybrid-
RBF RT RTS MR

Edge set definition SRBF SRT SRT

Domain rescaling
√ √ √

Levinson–Durbin algorithm
√ √ √

Iterative IAMQ-RBF-Fast
√

Outliers detection with Tukey’s boxplot method
√ √

Domain decomposition
√

MR analysis
√

6. Numerical results. To demonstrate the accuracy, robustness, and efficiency
of the Hybrid scheme, we show the detailed comparison with those computed by the
pure fifth order WENO-Z5 scheme and Hybrid scheme by using classical one- and
two-dimensional benchmark problems of the shocked flows. In all the examples, the
third order TVD Runge–Kutta method with CFL = 0.45 is used for time integration
in solving the system of ODEs resulting from the spatial discretization. For the sake
of simplicity, we will only show the relevant and interesting examples and omit those
with simple structures, such as the Lax problem, Sod problem, 123 problem, and
others.

Two-dimensional Euler equations in a strong conservation form are given as

Qt + Fx + Gy = 0(15)

with

Q = (ρ, ρu, ρv, E)T , F = (ρu, ρu2 + P, ρuv, (E + P )u)T ,

G = (ρu, ρuv, ρv2 + P, (E + P )v)T ,(16)

where Q is the conservative variables, F and G are the fluxes in the x- and y-directions,
and the equation of state is P = (γ−1)

(
E − 1

2ρ(u2 + v2)
)

with γ = 1.4. The ρ, u, v, P ,
and E are the density, velocities in x- and y-directions, pressure, and total energy,
respectively.

6.1. Two blast-waves interaction problem. First, we will consider the two
blast-waves interaction problem; the initial conditions are

(ρ, u, P ) =

 (1,0,1000), 0.0 ≤ x < 0.1,
(1,0,0.01), 0.1 ≤ x ≤ 0.9,
(1,0,100), 0.9 < x ≤ 1.0,

with γ = 1.4, N = 800, and final time t = 0.038. The reflective boundary conditions
are imposed on both x = 0 and x = 1, respectively. In this case, since ρ(x, 0) = 1
is a constant, the shock detector methods are employed on density ρ and pressure P
independently, and the final Flag is the union of flagged sets of two variables. The
density at the final time and the temporal evolution of WENO Flag computed by
the Hybrid-RTS scheme are shown in Figure 2. The hybrid-RTS scheme with the
RBF shock detection method captures the shock locations of pressure and density
accurately. The solutions are comparable to those in the literature [17, 33].
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Fig. 2. One-dimensional two blast-waves interaction problem with both the density ρ and pres-
sure P being used as the shock detection variables together.

6.2. Extended Mach 3 shock-density wave interaction problem. Next,
we shall focus on the extended Mach 3 shock-density wave interaction problem which
contains the high frequency wave and localized shocklets. This problem allows us to
demonstrate the accuracy, robustness, and efficiency of the Hybrid scheme in resolving
small scale structures and capturing temporal evolving shocklets.

The initial condition is

(ρ, u, P ) =

{
( 27

7 ,
4
√
35
9 , 313 ), −5 ≤ x < x0,

(1 + ε sin(kx), 0, 1), x0 ≤ x ≤ 15,

where x ∈ [−5, 15], ε = 0.2, x0 = −4 and k = 5, final time t = 5.
The density ρ at times t = 2.5 and t = 5, and the temporal evolution of WENO

Flag computed by the Hybrid-RTS scheme, are shown in the left and right parts of
Figure 3, respectively. In this simulation, the algorithm detects the locations of the
discontinuities and sharp gradients by using the outliers detection algorithm, resets
scales dk = min{dk, Qmean}, and then detects for shocks or sharp gradients again.
One can easily find that the Hybrid-RTS scheme captures the shocks very accurately.
Using the outliers detection algorithm with Tukey’s boxplot method, the Hybrid-
RTS scheme not only detects the shocks as accurately and sharply as the Hybrid-MR
scheme but is also able to identify the high frequency waves as successfully as they
are while many shock detection methods, such as the MR analysis, might misidentify
them as the high gradients/discontinuities.

As a matter of fact, the percentage of WENO nonsmooth stencils as detected by
the Hybrid-MR scheme and Hybrid-RTS are (13%) 26% and (7.4%) 11%, respectively,
at time (t = 2.5) t = 5. This implies more smooth grid points are solved via the high
order, high resolution, less dissipative compact scheme than the WENO scheme using
the Hybrid-RTS scheme, thus improving the overall resolution of the solution in space
and time.

Table II shows the CPU times (wall clock in seconds) and speedup factors in
the simulations solved by the WENO-Z5, Hybrid-RBF, Hybrid-RT, and Hybrid-RTS
schemes with N = 800. Due to the ill-conditioning of the interpolation matrix in the
Hybrid-RBF scheme and Hybrid-RT scheme, the shape parameter is ε = 0.05. The
CPU timing data shows that the Hybrid-RTS scheme is the fastest scheme and about
two times faster than the pure WENO-Z5 scheme. However, both the Hybrid-RBF
and Hybrid-RT schemes are substantially slower than the WENO-Z5 scheme due to
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Fig. 3. (Color online.) (Left) the density at time t = 2.5, (middle) the density at time
t = 5, and (right) temporal history of the WENO Flag of the extended Mach 3 shock-density wave
interaction problem with N = 800 computed by (top) the Hybrid-MR scheme with εMR = 5 × 10−3

and (bottom) the Hybrid-RTS scheme.

Table II
The extended Mach 3 shock-density wave interaction problem. The CPU times (wall clock in

seconds) and speedup factors (SFs) of the Hybrid schemes.

N
WENO-Z5 Hybrid-MR Hybrid-RBF Hybrid-RT Hybrid-RTS

Time Time SF Time SF Time SF Time SF
800 2.2 1.7 1.3 30.5 0.07 3.2 0.7 1.3 1.8

1600 8.7 3.4 2.5 520.0 0.02 17.1 0.5 3.7 2.4
2400 19.2 5.8 3.3 1629.0 0.01 54.7 0.4 7.8 2.5

the heavy time consumption in solving the Toeplitz matrix system. Thus, we have
omitted the results and CPU timings of the Hybrid-RBF in the rest of the paper as
this particular version of hybrid scheme is excessively slow.

6.3. Two-dimensional Mach 10 double mach reflection problem. Next,
the two-dimensional Mach 10 double Mach reflection (DMR) problem is considered to
illustrate the accuracy and efficiency of the Hybrid-RTS scheme. The computational
domain is defined as [0, 4]× [0, 1]. The initial conditions are

Q = (ρ, u, v, P ) =

{
(8, 8.25 cos θ,−8.25 sin θ, 116.5) , x < x0 + y/

√
3,

(1.4, 0, 0, 1) , x ≥ x0 + y/
√

3,

with x0 = 1
6 and θ = π/6. The final time is t = 0.2. Supersonic inflow and free-stream

outflow boundary conditions are specified at x = 0 and x = 4, respectively. At the
lower boundary y = 0, reflective boundary conditions are applied in the interval [x0, 4].
At the upper boundary y = 1, the exact solution of the Mach 10 moving oblique shock
is imposed. We refer to [33] for detailed descriptions of the DMR problem.
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Fig. 4. (Color online.) DMR problem as computed by Hybrid-MR scheme and Hybrid-RTS
scheme with resolution 800× 200.

Table III
The CPU times (wall clock in seconds) and SFs of the Hybrid scheme.

N ×M WENO-Z5 Hybrid-MR Hybrid-RT Hybrid-RTS
Time Time SF Time SF Time SF

400× 100 144 87 1.7 78 1.9 66 2.2
800× 200 1240 539 2.3 756 1.7 430 2.9

Figure 4 shows the density and corresponding Flagx and Flagy of the DMR prob-
lem computed by the Hybrid-MR and Hybrid-RTS schemes, respectively, with the
resolution of 800× 200. We observe that the Hybrid-RTS scheme captures the shocks
and high gradients very well. The small scale structures along the slip line and the
vortical rollup at the tip of the jet are much better resolved in the density solution
as computed by Hybrid-RTS than by Hybrid-MR. The number of grid points which
are flagged as nonsmooth stencils is substantially less with the RBF shock detection
algorithm indicating the sharp and efficient capturing of the sharp gradients during
the evolution of the solution.

Similar to the one-dimensional Mach 3 shock-density interaction problem, the
percentage of WENO nonsmooth stencils as detected by the Hybrid-MR scheme and
Hybrid-RTS are (25.7%) 16% and (5.4%) 3.3%, respectively, with grid resolution
(400 × 100) 800 × 200 at the final time. This implies 97% of grid points are solved
via the high order, high resolution, less dissipative compact scheme than the WENO
scheme using the Hybrid-RTS scheme. This results clearly show that the Hybrid-RTS
not only improves the overall resolution of the solution in space and time but also has
the potential to reduce the computational time required to reach the final time. This
fact is well substantiated by the CPU times of the problem.

The CPU times, along with the speedup in the simulation of the DMR problem
with the WENO-Z5 scheme, the Hybrid-RT scheme, and Hybrid-RTS scheme with
resolutions 400× 100 and 800× 200 are presented in Table III. The data shows that
the Hybrid-RTS (Hybrid-RT) scheme is faster than the WENO-Z5 scheme with a
speedup factor from ≈ 2 to ≈ 3 (≈ 1.7 to ≈ 2) as the resolution increases. Compared
with the Hybrid-MR scheme, the Hybrid-RTS scheme is at least two times faster than
the WENO-Z5 scheme even at the lower resolution.

6.4. Two-dimensional Riemann initial value problem. Finally, we simu-
late the classical two-dimensional Riemann problems with initial conditions as follows:
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Q = (P, ρ, u, v) =


Q1 = (P1, ρ1, u1, v1) if x > x0 and y ≥ y0,
Q2 = (P2, ρ2, u2, v2) if x ≤ x0 and y ≥ y0,
Q3 = (P3, ρ3, u3, v3) if x ≤ x0 and y < y0,
Q4 = (P4, ρ4, u4, v4) if x > x0 and y < y0.

According to [23], there are 19 genuinely different admissible configurations for
polytropic gas, separated by three types of the one-dimensional centered waves, namely,

rarefaction-wave(
−→
R ), shock-wave(

←−
S ), and contact-wave (J±). The arrows (−→· ) and

(←−· ) indicate forward and backward waves, and the superscript J+ and J− refer to
negative and positive contacts, respectively. The computational configurations are
identical to those given in [23] with a resolution of 400× 400 and 800× 800, with an
exception that, in configuration 3, the center is shifted from (x0, y0) = (0.5, 0.5) to
(x0, y0) = (0.8, 0.8) to allow a longer time simulation for a further development of the
fine scale structures. We refer readers to [23] for details.

Three representative results of configurations (3, 5, 12) as computed by the Hybrid
scheme are demonstrated here. Similar behaviors of the Hybrid scheme are observed
in the case of other configurations, and hence, they are omitted.

• Configuration 3. (
←−
S21,
←−
S32,
←−
S34,
←−
S41), (x0, y0) = (0.8, 0.8), t = 0.8.

Q =


(1.5, 1.5, 0, 0)
(0.3, 0.5323, 1.206, 0)

(0.029, 0.138, 1.206, 1.206)
(0.3, 0.5323, 0, 1.206).

• Configuration 5. (
−−→
R21,

←−
S32,
−−→
R34,

←−
S41), (x0, y0) = (0.5, 0.5), t = 0.23.

Q =


(1.0, 1.0, −0.75, −0.50)
(1.0, 2.0, −0.75, 0.50)
(1.0, 1.0, 0.75, 0.50)
(1.0, 3.0, 0.75, −0.50).

• Configuration 12. (
−→
S21, J

+
32, J

+
34,
−→
S41), (x0, y0) = (0.5, 0.5), t = 0.25.

Q =


(0.4, 0.5313, 0, 0)

(1, 1, 0.7276, 0)
(1, 0.8, 0, 0)
(1, 1, 0, 0.7276).

In the left figure of Figure 5, the flooded contours of density of configurations (3,
5, 12) with the resolution of 400 × 400 as computed by the Hybrid-RTS scheme are
shown, respectively. The large scale structures of the flow, including the triple point,
the incident shock, the reflected shock, a Mach stem, and a slip plane, reach a good
agreement with those in the literature [8, 12, 23]. The corresponding Flagx and Flagy

shown in the middle and right parts of Figure 5 demonstrate that the Hybrid-RTS
scheme captures the discontinuities and sharp gradients accurately.

Table IV shows the CPU times along with the speedup factors in the simulation
of configurations (3, 5, 12) by the WENO-Z5, Hybrid-MR with εMR = 5 × 10−3,
Hybrid-RT, and Hybrid-RTS schemes with resolutions of 400 × 400 and 800 × 800.
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Fig. 5. (Color online.) (Left) density ρ, (middle) Flagx, and (right) Flagy identified by the
Hybrid-RTS scheme with resolution 400× 400 at the final times.

Table IV
The CPU times (wall clock in seconds) and SFs of the Hybrid scheme.

Configuration N ×M WENO-Z5 Hybrid-MR Hybrid-RT Hybrid-RTS
Time Time SF Time SF Time SF

3
400× 400 1922 922 2.1 1073 1.8 833 2.3
800× 800 16040 6038 2.7 15700 1.0 6302 2.6

5
400× 400 568 234 2.4 283 2.0 212 2.7
800× 800 4674 1532 3.1 4384 1.1 1535 3.1

12
400× 400 628 260 2.4 283 2.2 209 3.0
800× 800 4613 1468 3.1 4300 1.1 1464 3.2

From the results, the Hybrid-RT scheme is slightly faster than the WENO-Z5 scheme
with lower resolution and similar with higher resolution. Similar to the efficiency of
Hybrid-MR scheme, the Hybrid-RTS scheme is more than two times faster than the
WENO-Z5 scheme under these resolutions.

7. Conclusion. In this work, we develop a hybrid compact-WENO finite dif-
ferent scheme with a RBF shock detection method for the discontinuous solutions of
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hyperbolic conservation laws. To reduce the ill-conditioning of the matrix system as
well as to improve the efficiency of the RBF shock detection method, a domain de-
composition technique, a novel fast Toeplitz matrix solver, and an outliers detection
algorithm are employed. The extensive numerical examples show that the RBF shock
detection method is an accurate, robust, and efficient high order shock detection al-
gorithm which is capable of determining the smoothness of the solution at any given
grid point and time. The corresponding hybrid (Hybrid-RTS) scheme not only de-
tects the locations of discontinuous solutions accurately, but also is at least two times
faster than the classical fifth order WENO-Z5 scheme in the one- and two-dimensional
examples. In summary, speedwise, the Hybrid-RT scheme (without domain decom-
position) is no faster than the WENO-Z5 scheme. The Hybrid-RT scheme is not
as competitive as the Hybrid-MR scheme. However, the Hybrid-RTS scheme (with
domain decomposition) is as efficient as the Hybrid-MR scheme. It also shows a po-
tential of greatly improving with reduced dissipative error and higher resolution for
the solution as most of the smooth stencils use the high order, high resolution compact
scheme instead of the WENO scheme.

As for future work, we plan to use the Hybrid-RTS scheme to investigate the
reactive Euler equations, the shallow water equations, and the Euler equations under
an extreme condition with a strong shock (extreme large density and pressure ratios)
and a near vacuum state (extreme low density and pressure).

We note that it is beneficial with respect to accuracy and convergence to add
a low order polynomial term in RBF approximation, and the optimization of the
shape parameter has been studied for smooth problems. The shape parameter plays
a critical role in the development of the RBF shock detection method. Therefore,
the optimal choice of shape parameter for discontinuous problems will be studied in
future work. In this work, we have assumed that the centers are uniformly distributed;
however, the strength of RBF methods is their ability to handle nonuniform grid
points. Therefore, the research of RBF shock detection method in a nonuniform or an
unstructured mesh for discontinuous Galerkin methods, finite element methods, and
finite volume methods will comprise our future work.
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